WHAT THEN DO WE DEFEND?
'possessive illusion* that we would rather own separate
bits of the road than subscribe to rules governing the
use of the whole. We realise quite imperfectly what
it is we need, and need to defend. We do not need
'ownership' we do need order. The present writer
has summarised the case elsewhere, thus:
Defence, the security of the nation, its people,
wealth, trade, prosperity, cultural rights, civilisation,
demands mainly, not the defence of materials or soil
from predatory seizure by others - all nations in the
modern world are actually far more concerned to
exclude than to seize the goods of others-but the
organisation of processes analogous to the mainten-
ance of unimpeded traffic on the highways. While
Big Navy organisations are demanding more cruisers
to 'protect our trade routes', much of that trade
disappears in a few years, and our ships lie idle in port
successfully blockaded by economic collapse. What is
the Navy doing? Vital trades in great industrial cities
like Bradford are ruined by the tariffs of our own
Dominions. How does the Navy protect it? An
Admiral once said that, but for our Navy, foreigners
would loot the cellars of the Bank of England'. We
were pushed off the gold standard through a raid by
foreigners upon our gold reserves. How could the
Navy prevent it? If in fact the livelihood - the life -
of our nation is dependent upon the maintenance of a
flow or process, analogous to traffic regulation on a
highway, then defence of that life can only be secured
by co-operation-with others. To attempt to ensure safety
and smooth travel by the method of each having a
bigger car than any he is likely to collide with, and to
drive as he sees fit with no regard to general rule, must
by its nature fail. It can only produce chaos and
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